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1. Introduction 

This article is a short analysis of a malicious document and destinated to help professionals who are 

beginners in threat analysis area. Furthermore, the second purpose is providing a quite short reading for 

readers to use it as reference in similar cases in their daily job while I’m still writing the second article (and 

much more complex, by far) of the Malware Analysis Series (MAS).  

The setup of my environment follows: 

▪ REMnux: https://docs.remnux.org/install-distro/get-virtual-appliance  

▪ Didier Stevens Suite: https://blog.didierstevens.com/didier-stevens-suite/ 

▪ Malwoverview: https://github.com/alexandreborges/malwoverview  

 

All tools mentioned above are usually installed on REMnux by default. However, if you are using Ubuntu or 

any other Linux distribution, so you can install them through links and command above.  

The hash of sample used during this analysis is: 

(SHA 256): 070281b8c1a72893182928c21bf7241a0ad8c95879969d5f58e28d08f1a73b55 

Before proceeding, if you want to read a previous article about malicious document analysis, so this article 

is available on: https://exploitreversing.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/mda_1-2.pdf. 

 

2. Gathering information 

First step in this article is to download the sample and, in this case, we’re doing it from Malware Bazaar: 

▪ remnux@remnux:~/malware/mda$ malwoverview.py -b 5 -B 

070281b8c1a72893182928c21bf7241a0ad8c95879969d5f58e28d08f1a73b55 -o 0 

After downloading the zip package, unpack it using 7z (the usual password is “infected”): 

▪ 7z e 070281b8c1a72893182928c21bf7241a0ad8c95879969d5f58e28d08f1a73b55.zip 

To attend editing issues of this article I renamed the malicious file to mda_2.  

Next step is to collect basic threat information on the sample from Triage sandbox by using 

Malwoverview: 

 

https://docs.remnux.org/install-distro/get-virtual-appliance
https://blog.didierstevens.com/didier-stevens-suite/
https://github.com/alexandreborges/malwoverview
https://exploitreversing.files.wordpress.com/2021/11/mda_1-2.pdf
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[Figure 1] 

Few relevant facts about this maldoc:  

▪ It’s a Microsoft Word 2007+, so it’s a zip container.  
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▪ It communicates to a specific IP address and port: 47.93.63.179:7498. 

▪ Its family is Metasploit.  

▪ The maldoc apparently performs code injection. 

▪ Maybe the sample dumps a file into the Windows directory. 

▪ There is a embedded macro in the maldoc.  

 

3. Analysis 

Starting our analysis, let’s check the content of the sample by executing the following command: 

 

[Figure 2] 

The object 5 (word/vbaProject.bin) sounds interesting, so we can check it by executing the next 

commands: 

 

[Figure 3] 

The object 3 is a macro and the biggest object in the OLE file. Remember a macro is stored in a 

compressed form, so it’s necessary to uncompressing it before being able to read its content. Therefore, 

run the following command (the output is quite long, unfortunately): 
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[Figure 4] 

Although it’s a long code, we can take some conclusions:  

▪ The code really seems to be a kind of Cobalt Strike / Metasploit generated code.  

 

▪ Calls to CreateRemoteThread( ), VirtualAllocEx( ) and WriteProcessMemory( ) confirm the code 

injection behavior.  

 

▪ There’s a long array of decimal numbers, which is probably a kind of code such as PE executable or 

shellcode to be injected.  

We can try to manage this sample using static analysis where it’s possible, write a short Python code and 

even using emulation.  

Therefore, how can we proceed? Taking Python 3 as reference, one of many possible approach would be: 

▪ Dumping the code into a file.  

▪ Understanding the VBA code, mainly where there’s a array manipulation.   

▪ Removing anything associated to VBA. 

▪ Writing a Python code mimicking the VBA code.  

If you want, you can dump the code to use it as base for your script: 

▪ remnux@remnux:~/malware/mda$ zipdump.py mda_2 -s 5 -d | oledump.py -s 3 -v  > dump1 

The macro’s code sounds difficult, but it’s quite easy. The main piece of code, which we have to write a 

Python-like code, is the following one: 

 

 [Figure 5] 
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It’s trivial code because it only reads the decimal number from the array and makes an code injection using 

this code, so writing a Python script is so quick: 

 

[Figure 6] 

About the quite simple piece of code above: 

▪ I converted the VBA array into a Python list. 

▪ I created a binary file named “shellcode.bin” and wrote all read bytes from the list into it.  

A short explanation about the usage of struct.pack in this case: the struct.pack( ) is converting each item 

from decimal to byte format (\xAB notation) before writing it into the file, so we should check the size and 

file type of the generated shellcode.bin: 

remnux@remnux:~/malware/mda$ file shellcode.bin  
shellcode.bin: data 
 
remnux@remnux:~/malware/mda$ ls -lh shellcode.bin  
-rw-rw-r-- 1 remnux remnux 797 Jan 13 22:26 shellcode.bin 
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 In fact, it’s a really small code and, likely, it isn’t an PE executable. Checking its content we have: 

 

 

[Figure 7] 

As expected, it isn’t a PE executable, but there’re meaningful strings, so it’s probably is a shellcode, which 

can be easily emulated by using scdbg.exe (http://sandsprite.com/blogs/index.php?uid=7&pid=152): 

 

[Figure 8] 

That’s game over! We’ve just confirmed information from Triage’s report without running the code and 

only using the REMnux system.  

I hope this simple and short write-up can help you in your daily job.  My contact information follow: 

▪ Twitter: @ale_sp_brazil 

▪ LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/aleborges 

▪ Blog: https://exploitreversing.com 

Keep reversing and I see you at next time! 

Alexandre Borges. 
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